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Brokerjet is the first online broker to start offering a free “dividend app”, 

containing key information on the companies providing the highest dividends 

in Europe and the USA. All figures from the ATX, DAX, MDAX, SMI, 

EuroStoxx, and selected figures from the S&P500 with relevant dividend 

returns or sufficient market capitalisation can be retrieved, showing divided 

returns and payouts (gross) from the last 3 years, the latest company 

information, and charts. “You can see which company last paid out the highest 

dividends, and how the share prices behaved, at a glance,” explains Brokerjet 

CMO Beatrix Schlaffer, who adds that “we are the first in Central Europe to 

offer an app like this.”

Users can break down companies by region, country and industry and the 

database is updated in real time. The “Brokerjet dividend app” is available for 

free from the app store, and is the second mobile application after the 

“Brokerjet app”.

Brokerjet customers trade directly

The “dividend app” also allows the online broker’s customers to trade 

shares of interest to them via a link to the “Brokerjet app”. “It works in just a 

few clicks, saving time and perhaps even money,” says Schlaffer. The 

“Brokerjet app” has already been available for iPhone since July 2013, and 

Android users can now also take advantage of it. The app provides 

information on latest portfolio developments, and assists with the most 

important trading functions, making it possible to trade securities at 28 

international stock exchanges and numerous issuers at any time.
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